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Tips for how to make friends in Austria from those who have done it 

Join a club 

While it may be harder to meet new people spontaneously, one tip 
that had led several readers to find friendship in Austria was to accept 
that socialising is more scheduled and organised in Austria than what 
you may be used to, and join a club. Readers told us they had found 
friendships through hiking groups, orchestras, choirs, and knitting 
groups to name a few. 

"Making friends does not come as easy and naturally as I would have 
thought for a city like Vienna. It is certainly possible, but you'll have to 
search and find some people sharing the same interests as you to 
have the chance of meeting someone you can become friends with," 
said a 25-year-old student from Albania. 

"I love chess and Vienna has a lovely chess culture, and I fit into that 
crowd and met some good people, although the language barrier 
made it a bit difficult. I also have some religious inclinations and 
found a nice English church with welcoming people," commented a 
22-year-old from South Asia. 

"The easiest way for me to make friends was to join a sports club" 
said Chris, an engineer from Namibia. 

It doesn't necessarily mean you need an existing skill or hobby- you 
could always just open yourself up to new opportunities as they 
come. Clare, a 58-year-old working in Vienna said she had found 
friends through Facebook groups, including "people who wanted to 
go on hikes with company, a pub quiz team, and a wild swimming 
group". 

Become a Stammgast 

A good option if you can't find a social club you're interested in was 
suggested by John, aged 74: "Go to several 'locals' bars near where 
you are and just join in conversations. You don't need to drink a lot 
but a little will blend you into the culture." 

Consider shared accommodation 

"It's been pretty easy for me to meet both Austrians and other 
foreigners in Vienna. I live with locals, and have met a lot of other 
Austrians through them. I've also met locals in sports, bars, uni and 
through friends. I've met other foreigners through uni and 
international networks" said a 24-year-old from Denmark, who 
recommending finding shared accommodation, 


